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S.K NTOUYAS AND P. CH. TSAMATOS The man purpose of tliis paper is to discuss when the functional differential equat ion
x"(t)/f(t,xt,x'(t)) =0, t e [0,T], (i.I) admits a solution x on [0,T'] such that the boundary value conditions Xo+X' (0) =h (l.2a)
x(T)+Bx'(T) =, (l.2b) to be satisfied. HePe f [0,T'JxC xIR n -]R n is a continuous function, h e c , e]R n and ,6 are Peal constants such that (<o___< B (1.2c) By x'(0) and x'(T) we mean x'(0 +) and x(T-), respectively. In the next, the boundary value poblem (B.V.P.) which constitutes fom the equation (I.i) and the boundaPy conditions (l.2a),(l.2b),(l.2c), will be mentioned bPiefly as B.V.P. (1.1)-(1.2).
Analogous boundal.y value pPoblems fop oPdinary differential equations has been studied by many authors, who used the Leray-Schauder continuation theorem (see Lasota (2,31
Moreove#, assume that positive constants c',d' exis with o' <(I-c)2/8R such that I<x,(t)..,,(t)>l=<(c,l,(t)12+d')l'(t)l. e [0,].
(.2.
Then there exists, a number K nondepending on x, such that II'(t) I1__< K. Multiplyihg both sides of (2.9) by x(t) and usin (2.7) we deduce that -<x(t),x"(t)> l<xt(O),f('t,xt,x'(t))-(l-)klx(t) 12 =< X(klx' (t) 12/k2 
Here, G is Obviously, the operator S is a compact operator defined on B and taking values in B.
Since |,e B.V.P. (1.1)-(1.2) is equivalent to (2.10s) and (2.108), the purpose of he following proof is to show that the mapping S has a fixed point. Now, we slall pPove that, in view of (2.13s), (2.13), the Pelatons in (2.14) cannot ho]d. Si,lce x is a solution of (2.9) fo some [0,1],the computation followin (2.9) show ha Ix'(t)l__<K and hence Ix'(t)l <K+I, 0<t<T. Hence, the second case ,, (?.lq) cannot hold. Thus it Pemains to e].minate the fiPst possibility of (2..]a). We shall pPove that if x aO is a solution of (2.9), then thePe exists no e I.O,T] such that Ix(t)12-?2(t) Peaches ._<_1 (t , llu o)1 ' t )/ , I o1 / i 01 Iq( t ,u) :l(t ,u)l(t)?'(t)/p(t ,u)?2(t)/(t) Iq(t __< [t)l'(t)l +2(t)+(t) __< M?(t)(I'(t)l+(t)+l). sup where c I te [O,T.] In view of (3.2), the above elation shows that (2.6) holds.
Also, for any (t,u,v)e I.O,TIxc xm n with lu(O) <(t) we set obviously <u(O) ,f(t ,u,v)> __< (t Ivl +5, = t ,,(t) +lvl, (2(t)+(t)) and c 2 Sup ((t)).
